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AN EVERGLADES POND

Text and illustrations by: Wendy Morrison and
Tom Heflin, PVAS

Most decorative aquaria contain an assortment of fish and
plants from completely different environments, often with little
regard for their natural conditions. One might see catfish from
swift running waters in the same tank with bettas, or Sagittarias
from North America planted next to Indonesian Cryptocorynes. For
a change, why not try to recreate a particular habitat in your
aquarium? In the Waterlife "Nature cent~""we have done this
with several of our tanks. One of these was inspired by a camping
trip we made through Florida in 1976. This tank represents a
brackish water pond in Southern Florida, such as one might find
in the Everglades. The water is slightly alkaline (7.6), hard,
and salty (1 teaspoon per gallon). For realism, the bottom
should be very find mud and silt, but for ease of maintenance we
have used gravel. Several hornworts float freely in the water;
duckweed carpets the surface. Some attractive Najas marina was
brought back from the trip, along with a strange tufted algae,
but neither survived the year.

The inhabitants of the
"pond" are the Common Mosquitofish
(Gambusia affinis) --small
livebearers much resembling
guppies, and reputed to consume
enormous quantities of mosquito
larvae in their natural waters.
They are certainly common

. enough in Florida-- just
about every body of water we looked into, from canals to swamps
to lakes, was teeming with them. Most Gambusia are drab and
colorless, except for small dots on the dorsal and tail fins, but
sometimes attractive
spotted males are found.
To the casual observer
these look like little
marble mollies, except
for the body shape
(narrow guppy and the
very long gonopodium.
The fish in our tank
are all the offspring
of a mottled male and a plain female which spent the summer in a
backyard pool.

I~I/

A pair of fiddler crabs live at the bottom of the tank. These
little crustaceans normally live at the edge of the water and
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scuttle back and forth between the
water and the shore scavenging for
food, using rocks and flotsam for
refuge from predators. They can
only run sideways due to the way
their legs bend, but they are very
quick. When attacked or when
squabbling with another-crab, they

can fold their vulnerable eyestalks down into grooves on their
heads. Occasionally crabs are seen missing a ~~ or a leg after
a fight, but rarely if ever missing an eye. The male fiddler has
one large claw on one side, depending on whether it is right-
handed or left-handed. This claw is not the formidable fighting
weapon it appears to be, but is used
primarily to attract females during the
breeding season. The small claw on the
opposite side is the utilitarian one;
it is used for passing food to the mouth,
for climbing and for defence. The female
has two small claws. The crabs eat what-
ever food drops to the bottom, constantly
picking over the pieces of gravel in search
of tidbits missed by the fish. Sometimes the Gambusia are fed a
treat of live tubifex. If the clump is not eaten before it sinks
to the bottom, a crab will pounce on it and drag it out of reach,
all the while stuffing its mouth as fast as it can.

,~~~ 3/4"

If the tank were larger (it is only 10 gallons) we would
include some green mollies which live in the same waters as the
mosquitofish. We also saw some small striped killies in the same
pond where we caught the Gambusia -- these would do well in this
type of tank. You could also try an Amazonian river, a local
creek, an underground stream, a shadowy swamp -- the possibilities
are endless.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

GROUND RULES FOR THE MINI-AUCTION

February 14 - 8 P.M.

1

l

Three (3) bags (fish or aquarium related
items) per person.

$1.00 minimum on each bag.

25% to PVAS.

Please try to get to the Coke Plant a little
early to register your bags. Registration
will be open at 7:30 P.M. Nothing will be
accepted for auction after 8:15 P.M.
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1977 BOWL SHOW CATEGORIES

Cichlids

February Central & S. Am. Large
Pseudotropheus
Tanganyikan, non-julidochromis

ALSO: MINI-AUCTION

March Central & S.A. Hediurn
Julidochromis
Mouthbrooder, New World

April Central & S.A. Dwarf
Other African
Open

May Angelfish
Tilapia/Seratherodon
Other rift lake

June Haplochromis
Mbuna, non-pseudotropheus
Open

July Cent. & S.A. Large
Pseudotropheus
Asian

August Cent. & S.A. medium
Julidochromis
Discus

September Cent. & S.A. Dwarf
Other African
Open

October Angelfish
Tilapia/Seratherodon
Malawian, non-mbuna, non-haplochromis

November Haplochromis
Mbuna, non-pseudotropheus
Open

NOVEMBER IS FOR DOUBLE POINTS

December ;'10BOI'lL SHOW - CHRIST"1AS PARTY
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Other Egglayer/Livebearer

Bettas
Corydoras
Guppies

Barbs
Anabantoids
Goldfish/Koi

Livebearers, non-guppy
Killifish
Open

Sharks/Loaches
Catfish, non-corydoras
Guppies

Tetras
Characins
Open

Bettas
Corydoras
Goldfish/Koi

Barbs
Anabantoids
Guppies~

Livebearer, non-guppy
Killi fish

Open

Sharks/Loaches
Catfish, non-corydoras
Guppies

Tetras
Characins
Open



BOOKS...BOOKS...BOOKS

By: Peter J. Tietjen, PVAS

I'm a book freak. I really like books, especially aquarium books
and fish books. A fish captured on film or in paint and reproduced
in a book will live forever. Maybe it's an outgrowth of my interest
in photography, but a collection of fish on paper is just as enjoy-
able to me as live specimens. However, since I do appreciate the
beauty of live fish, I get tired of and angry ~out Axelrod's pictures
of dead fish and his "pin-'em-up-against-the-glass" method of photo-
graphing "live" specimens. Thus I am always on the lookout for new
and/or different aquarium books. Amazingly, in the past three months,
I have found and bought four books in four separate places and seen
three others that I would love to have but can't afford. All came
from book stores and none had any HRA photos. I will briefly review
them, but they all must be seen to be believed.

...

The first is: A Guide to Aquarium Fishes and Plants by Arne
Schi~tz and Preben Dahlstrom (Danish GEC Gads Forlag 1966); trans-
lated by Gwynne Vevers (J.B. Lippincott Co. 1972). This is a Danish
book, profusely illustrated with paintings rather than photos. All
are in color and are splendid. The book emphasizes species kept in
home aquaria and illustrates them as they appear in the tank, not
in the wild. It includes marine fishes as well and some basic infor-
mation on plants and physiology of fishes. The text accompanying
the illustrations is basic and straightforward, but a little skimpy.
In total, a fine book for the excellent paintings and well worth its
price. A second, general purpose book is Tropical Fish by Reginald
Dutta (Octopus Books Ltd., London 1976). This is basically a picture
book, but the photos are excellent. Most are in color and were taken
in England or Europe. The text is OK but not technical. It's a
coffee table book, designed to be looked at, not read for content.
I got it on sale at Walden's and should have passed as I have since
found a better book for this purpose. Not a bad book because o~ the
excellent and artsy photos. Not one to run out and buy.

This fall I have really gotten into marine fish and these next two
books are especially useful. The first is the Marine A9uarium Fish
Identifier by Wilbert Neugebauer and Braz Walker (Sterl~ng Publ~sh~ng
Co., Inc. New York 1975). This is a small book totally devoted to
quick ID's of marine fish. It is divided into classes by common names
and includes a photo (of live fish), family, scientific name, popular-
name, range, habitat, size, color description, and a comment on its
care, including warnings on poisonous or sharp-finned fish. It's a
good book on picking out fish but not on setting up a tank or general
maintenance. A companion to a good basic marine book, such as the
Emmens book. The last book I will discuss is Hawaiian Reef Animals
by Edmund Hobson and E.H. Chave (University of Hawa~~ Press 1972).
This is a slim book of excellent, super, undescribable underwater
photos of the marine animals around Hawaii. All are taken in the
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wild by divers, and the text relates them to how the fish fit into
the ecological pattern of Havlaii and hOvl they were utilized by the
human residents of Hawa -:i. 'l'hebook includes the Hilwaiian word for
the fish Ul addition to a common name and a scientific name. This
is a great book that I would wholeheartedly rocommend. I got it
in San Francisco, but it probably can be gotten by mail.

Another item I got in San Francisco is the Underseas Life Calendar
for 1977, a regular calendar with excellent photos for illustrations.
It ~s also produced in California. ~-<

I will stay on the lookout for new books and write of them period-
ically. Remember, pictures can't die.

bap RI;;PORT

NAME
Susan & Mike Sprague
Ruth Brewer
Gene Aldridge
John Jessup
Diane Nixon
Pat & Pete Tietjen
Jan & Dave McInturff
Jerry Donnell:,.'

POINTS
1:>3**
180**
80
55*
70*
15

355***
10

*
**
***

Breeder Award
Intermediate Breeder Award
Advanced Breeder Award

Spawnings:
R~ewer - Red ~a 1 goodeid
McInturff - T. ~cobfreibergi,hi-fin

Hc,; i;i;.,::'ique mouthbrooder,

pl e<"'c.:;tomus

rosy barb,
bristle-nose

Congratula&lons l0 the McInturffs who have now reached Step ~3,
the AdvJl1ceu~reeder Award, in the BAP program.
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PVAS SPRING SHOW

At its January meeting, the Board authorized Dave McInturff to meet
with his Show Committee and revise the categories for the Spring Show.
The Committee has come up with the following categories. If you have
any comments, Dave will be happy to hear from yqu.

~.t
III. CICHLIDS

a. NEW WORLD LARGE (OVER7")
b. NEW WORLD MEDIUM (4" to 7")
c. NEW WORLD DWARF (UNDER 4")
d. ANGELFISH
e. RIFTLAKE MBUNA
f. RIFTLAKE NON-MBUNA
g. NON-RIFTLAKE AFRICAN
h. AFRICAN PAIRS - 1M, 1F
i. NEW WORLD AND ASIAN PAIRS

1M, IF
j. OTHER

I. LIVEBEARERS
a. DELTA-TAIL GUPPIES, MALE
b. DELTA-TAIL GUPPIES, FEMALE
c. GUPPIES-ALL OTHER
d. FANCY SWORDTAILS
e. FANCY PLATIES
f. FANCY MOLLIES
g. REGULAR SWORDTAILS,

PLATIES, AND MOLLIES
h. OTHER

VII.

IV. MARINE AND NON-PISCINE
a. MARINE FISHES
b. MARINE INVERTEBRATES
c. CRUSTACEANS, NON-MARINE
d. AQUATIC AMPHIBIANS
e. AQUATIC REPTILES

II. EGGLAYERS
a. CATFISH-CORYDORAS
b. CATFISH-AFRICAN
c. CATFISH-ALL OTHER
d. ANABANTOIDS
e. BETTA SPLENDENS
f. BETTAS-OTHER
g. SHARKS AND LOACHES
h. TETRAS AND CHARACINS
i . BARBS

j. GOLDFISH AND KOI
k. DANIOS AND BRACHYDANIOS
1. KILLIFISH
m. NATIVE TO THE U.S.

(NON-CICHLID)
n. OTHER NON-CICHLIDS

V. SET TANKS
a. FRESHWATER
b. MARINE

VI. DEALER TANKS

PHOTOGRAPHY
a. COLOR SLIDES
b. COLOR PRINTS

The date for the Show is still not definite but it's hoped that we
will have it firmed up in time to announce it at the February meeting.
We're hoping for May 21-22.

...
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I wish I could find Part I of this series. If anyone has a
copy, please pass it on. rb

KOI

By: Alan Noon, London Aquaria
Society, London, Ontario

(Reprinted from Aqua Antics,
Sarnia Aquarium Society, June, 1976)

~
Spawning koi is not like spawning anything else in the fish

hobby. It not only involves your fish, but all of the family,
your neighbors and sometimes the whole block. But let us
start at the beginning.

As we mentioned in Part One of this article, koi, like gold-
fish are carp, but unlike goldfish, koi are not as flexible in
their spawning habits, and not only do they only spawn once a
year but require special preparation to do so. The koi that the
author spawned in June 1975 were placed on a conditioning time-
table in June of 1974. Our method is outlined below.

July - September 1974

Approximately twenty fish were kept in a 2,500 gallon pool which
was well filtered and given a partial water change every three
weeks. The average fish was five to six inches long and were one
year old. They were fed heavily with floating pellets, worms and
mosquito larvae. Mother Nature also helped with algae and a gen-
erous supply of flying insects. The heaviest feeding was always
done late in the day or at night. The average water temperature
during this time was about 76°F. During this time the pool also
supported several varieties of water lillies, which bloomed through-
out the summer and gave much pleasure.

Mid-October 1974

The water temperature began to dip into the mid fifties and we
gradually decreased the frequency of feeding and the amount of-
fered at anyone time. The average length of each fish was around
nine inches with considerable weight gain. It was also noticeable
that some fish were slimmer than others, AHA: male and female.
It is also reported that males possess tiny hooks on their anal
fins and when you catch them they often catch in the net. It is
now late October and we have a decision to make. Leave them out
over winter in the pond or bring them in for the winter. We make
a compromise and only bring the largest in and leave a few small
ones out. The larger ones are placed in a pool and maintained
at 70°F.
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January - February 1975

The fish outdoors are now hibernating under three inches of
ice and thirty-two inches of water. It is a mild winter, which
can be a problem because the water does not get cold enough to
allow full hibernation, in which case the fish metabolize their
reserves too quickly, and also there will be a lower oxygen con-
tent in the water, but we keep our fingers crossed. Indoors the
larger fish are still enjoying summer conditions, the water is
70°F. and plenty of food is offered. By the ~a of February they
have gained considerable body weight and put o~ an inch or two.

April 1975

The ice on the pond is breaking and the temperature is in the
upper forties. It has been reported that koi will not always
spawn unless they experience a temperature drop of about thirty
degrees sometime in the year. With this in mind we carefully re-
moved the indoor koi frow their pool and over a twenty-four hour
period cooled them down to the temperature of the outdoor pool.
After again checking we slowly released them one at a time into
the outside pool. (I highly recommend warm waterproof gloves for
this.) They seemed right at home and within minutes began nib-
bling at the algae on the sides.

May 1975

During May the temperature gradually climbed to 60°F. and the
koi were happy, happy: This is their favorite temperature. They
began to feed in earnest and at this time we added a large female
common goldfish and a male redcap goldfish, just for fun. Too
bad: By the end of May the temperature was 64°F., now only six
degrees short of the desired range. Spawning preparations began.

June 1975

Up to this point the pool was still bare. Very little growth
had occured from the lily roots and there were no other objects
in the pool, only the pump motor. We purchased twelve large
water hyacinths, a floating plant with massive roots, and placed
them at the shallow end of the pool (22 inches of water). Koi
are egg scatterers and spray their sticky eggs into the roots of
plants or on submerged leaves. Some koi breeders use mops. On
June 3 while making a casual inspection of the plants I noticed
large numbers of small opaque eggs amongst the roots. HOORAY:
All the plants were quickly placed into a waiting forty gallon
tank and after three days they hatched into several hundred small
fry. At this point I had mixed feelings. First koi usually have
several thousand fry and secondly they seemed awfully small. A
day later I realized I was looking at the progeny from a female
common and a male redcap goldfish. I quickly added two dozen
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more hyacinths to the pond and checked the temperature - GO°F.
That was the evening of June 9, 1975. On the morning of June 10,
my wife remarked at around nine A.M. that there was quite a bit of
splashing coming from the p... I never heard the rest. When I
got out in the garden, the first thing I saw was broken hyacinths
scattered around and two koi leaping gloriously from the water and
entering again with a resounding splash. I was witnessing what
I had been told. In fact one koi spawnin~.in Toronto had been so
violent that neighbors had called in the ~ocal police to investigate
a "wild pool party".

I

~ :

I

,

I must admit that I got pretty excited at this point. Two years
preparation was paying, what to do, should I watch or stay out of
the way? Better still why not take pictures! What happened in
the next three hours not even I can believe. Fortunately, I man-
aged throughout the confusion, flying fish, noise, barking dogs,
etc., to take photographic proof that I was not going insane.
Spawning koi move very fast and combined with the churning water
it is not always easy to witness exactly what is happening. It
was the photographs that clearly showed the true events. It ap-
pears that only one female spawned but seven males assisted. The
female dashed around the pond followed by the boys and then sud-
denly she would charge into the plants with a male an either side.
Just before she broke the surface the eggs were released and im-
mediately fertilized. Sometimes all three fish would clear the
water and many eggs were deposited on top of the leaves out of
the water and on the sides of the pool. As I realized that nothing
was going to disturb these fish I moved in closer and closer until
I was leaning right over the edge of the pool with the camera just
above the surface. It was then I noticed some of the hyacinths
bobbing up and down. What was this? I knew the other koi were
not interfering, but wait a minute - those darn goldfish! Sure,
what better than fresh eggs for dinner. Nothing seemed to keep
them away. Drastic means were called for. While I ke~ on taking
pictures my wife got a length of two by four and when they came
back up again bonked them on the head. (Sorry, goldfish lovers,
but they recovered after the spawn so all was well.) I thought
I was home free but forgot about our pug. Here is a dog that
likes any new toy. What better toy than these funny looking fish
jumping out of the water. After all, wasn't I trying to grab
them? He positioned himself over by a corner and when Mamma leaped
out, snap, snap, snap. I think the pug realized what a two by four
meant. He quit in a hurry, but not before he got in the way of
three or four pictures.

At about one o'clock in the afternoon things began to get a
little quiet and I made preparations to lift the plants out. I
have seen eggs, but nothing like this! Every single strand, every
root hair had an egg on it. The plants when held up looked like
huge bunches of small white grapes. They were placed in two tanks,
each forty gallons and each with three air stones blowing full
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blast. Two roots were sacrificed to perform an estimated egg
count. There were approximately ten thousand in the spawn. I
would estimate six thousand hatched. What to do now?

About three days after hatching we estimated that there were
about nine thousand free swimming koi in the hatching tank. Not
bad for one female! Since the main pond still contained the par-
ents as well as several other koi, it was not possible to raise
the young in it. We set up as many tanks as possible and spread
the fish out through these, since they were very small this setup
would do for a while.

Feeding was a problem. Raising brine sh~imp for that many
babies just was not practical, so we stuck with dried food, mos-
quito larvae and algae. The young seemed to do quite well and
after about two weeks they were one quarter of an inch long and
beginning to crowd the tank.

Also about this time we decided to partly drain the big pond
and check on the parents. We were in for a surprise. At the
shallow end of the pond we found a small school of baby koi,
obviously survivors from the spawn. The interesting fact was that
they were three or four times larger than the fish in the tanks.
The old rule of thumb presented itself, more water, bigger fish.

At this point we decided that it was perhaps a mistake to try
and raise all the spawn and so about one thousand of the largest
and most promising babies were fished out of the tanks and placed
in a child's wading pool, eight feet in diameter and about thirty
inches deep. The increase in growth was immediate. By the end
of July the young were about three quarters of an inch long and
a pale orange color. All young koi turn orange beginning at
about two weeks and remain that way until they are about three
months old when they begin to assume patterns and possible colors.
Possible is used because it is very common for koi to completely
change their colors several times during growth before the final
arrangement is reached.

By the end of August the young were reaching one inch and def-
inite patterns were beginning to form on some of the fish. Other
young began to assume the intricate scale patterns of the mother
who was a mirror scale variety. The process of culling and re-
moving small or deformed fish continued until the middle of
September, by which time we were left with about one hundred
and fifty fish.

I

4

We then removed the large koi from the pond and moved them to
another larger outdoor pond which would serve as their winter
quarters. The young.koi were then placed in the garden pond for
the winter, and there they remain awaiting Spring.
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I think the biggest thing we have learned from this first spawning
experience is that it is a big mistake to go for quantity. The
young must be culled very early and given lots of room to grow.
If we are fortunate enough to spawn them again this June we will
be better prepared.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Design on a Japanese tea mug. rb

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Well, here it is, February already. The end of May is not that
far off, and it is high time to begin thinking about the Show and how
to make it a great one. The Board is already at work planning for
the event. If anyone has any input, positive or negative, make it
known to me or any other Board member soon. We are thinking about
a photography class and possible changes in other classes to reflect
the way interests in the Club have changed. We have other ideas too,
but more are always needed and welcome. Let us work together to have
a terrific chow we will all all be proud of.

We are going to have a major tank raffle this spring. Details are
still being worked out, but it will be very similar to last year's.
Diane Nixon will be in overall charge, and I'm sure she can use lots
of help.

We are also considering a field trip or two for the spring and
summer. We will need ideas and help. If you want these types of
activities you must put out and inconvenience yourself a little.
As I said last month, if you want the Club to succeed, YOU must help.

See you all at the meeting. THINK FISH.

Pete Tietjen
President
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POTOMAC VALLEY AQUARIUM SOCIETY

PO BOX 6219, SHIRLINGTON STATION
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22206

Date. 19

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

~-
NAME

STR~ET

CITY

PHONE

S TATE

Z1P CODE

What you would l-<.k.e.
to do -<.nth-<.6 Club?

Which 6ub-gll.oup -<.nte.II.e.6t6
you? (guppy, uc.hlid, othe.lI.)

How long do you plan to be. -<.n thi6 all.e.a?

Oc.c.upation

Me.mbe.1I.6hip due.l.. 6011. the. Potomac. Valle.y AquaJt-<.um Soc.-<.e.ty all.e.:

Family $10.00
Indiv-<.dual $ 7.00

COII.II.e.6ponding $5.00
Jun-<.oll. $3.00
( unde. It 18)

Comple.te.d apPl-<.c.ation6 ac.c.ompan-<.e.dby yoult c.he.c.k Olt mone.y oltde.1t 6hould
be. maile.d to P.V.A.S.,P.O. Box 6219, Altl-<.ngton, V-<.ltgin-<.a22206.

Ple.a.6e. atte.nd OUIt me.e.ting6 at the. Coc.oa-Cola Battling Plant, 5401
Se.m-<.nalty Road, Ale.xandltia, V-<.ltg-<.n-<.aat 8:00 P.M.

Numb e.1I. 0-:6 tank.6

Type. 06 6-<.6h

Hme. -<.n hobby ---

F-<.6h you have. 6pawne.d
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JAN. 10
FEB. 14
MARCH 14

1977 MEETING DATES

APRIL 11
MAY 9
JUNE 13

JULY 11
AUG. 8
SEPT. 12

OCT. 10
NOV. 21
DEC. 12


